
 
 
 
 

 
 

Artist Profi le: Krist ina Bresnen 
 
Kristina Bresnen is an award-winning poet. A student of 
authors like Annie Dillard and Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
Bresnen’s work is deeply lyrical, a poetry of witness that 
simultaneously reminds one of the psalms and Mary Oliver, 
the Romantic tradition and Denise Levertov. Her latest 
publication, “Consider the Lilies,” won Arc magazine’s “Poem 
of the Year” in 2014.   
 

1) Tell us about your journey as a poet. When did you begin writ ing? 
Who were your influences/your “li terary parents?” Do you see yourself 
inhabit ing a particular tradit ion or mode? 
 
I began writing stories as a kid, mostly to stave off boredom and anxiety in school (I 
was an atrocious student). I felt my way rather haphazardly through writing until - in 
my early twenties - I encountered Annie Dillard and Gerard Manley Hopkins. They 
became the standard by which I measured everything I wrote. I imitated their work 
(so, so poorly...) for years. In university my response to poetry was, in truth, rather 
muted. I felt intimidated and bewildered and ill-equipped. Reading Dillard and 
Hopkins made me feel in some ways even more bewildered and ill-equipped, but I 
also felt a reticent form of love. I wanted to get inside what they were doing, the 
physicality of the language. Their respective prose and poetry is sinewy and playful 
and tough, and they write about God in often daunting ways that still bother and 
impress me. So many other influences over the years, but these two were the game-
changers.  
 
2) How does poetry relate to your faith? Do your poems inhabit a 
prophetic dimension, a place of worship, or are they in service of 
something else? 
 
I think one of the many things poetry and faith have in common is a necessary quality 
of attention, that constant disciplining of the ear. My writerly muscles have grown 
alongside the sound of Scripture and liturgy, the beauty of it, the music (both good 
and bad!). I listen in part through writing, and without that physical act of setting 
things down on paper, I think my life of faith would be less tough, less vigorous, less 
honest. Doubt plays a role, dissonance, tension, frustration, the insufficiency of words 
in light of the Word made flesh... all these sometimes uncomfortable things that keep 



me on my toes. Certainly, I understand writing as an act of worship (alongside 
cleaning the toilet and chopping onions - I don’t think of writing as being much 
different from or more valuable than these other acts), but the challenge is to actually 
attend to the words in ways that turn away from seeing what I do as some sentimental 
form of self-expression. It’s helpful for me to understand poetry as an act of service 
and as an act of witness: To write in the service both of text and of God; to bear 
witness to, in the words of Richard Wilbur, “what each morning brings again to light.” 
I’m still thinking through/working out what this might look like practically and 
aesthetically, especially in a culture that tends to thrust personality at the centre of the 
work.  
 
3) How might we revitalize a greater poetic sensibil i ty within the church? 
Is there a connection between the kind of poetry you write and the 
l i turgy we use at Advent Anglican? 
 
Hmmmm. The first thought that comes to mind is the cultivation of more intentional 
moments of silence throughout church services. I realize this might seem counter-
intuitive. I think here of line breaks and white space in poetry (or rests in music), which 
function variously as breath, pause, tension, interruption, presence, absence, etc. In 
short, these breaks/spaces communicate (sometimes in dislocating ways). We are a 
wordy bunch, we Protestants, and I think paring back or chastening our speech a little 
might help us to better hear that “still, small voice”,  to be more attentive to the words 
we use when we do speak. I think silence helps equip us to care for words more 
responsibly, to delight in them, to taste and see that the Lord is good.  
 
4) Where can we find your work? Have you published a collection, a 
chapbook? Is your work available online? 
 
I’ve published poems in various Canadian journals but none of them (alas!) can be 
found online. I rarely send out poems for publication (I’ve sent out a grand total of 
one poem in the last eight years!!). My latest publication, Consider the Lilies, won Arc 
magazine’s “Poem of the Year” contest last summer and was recently a finalist for a 
National Magazine Award. I’m always shocked and encouraged when poems 
(particularly poems with a religious flavour) receive acknowledgment of any kind, so 
these respective nods have been wonderful. 
 
Note: To read one of Kristina’s poems, look for the link along with this and other 
Artist Profiles on the parish website at: www.Advent.church/more 


